SATHYA SAI SCHOOL- KISAJU
LOVE ALL, SERVE ALL
TEAM BUILDING DAY 1
19/111/2018
The session began at 9:00am with our facilitators Mr. Elvis and Mr. Sam. It began with a
word of prayer from Mr. Njoroge. Then members proceeded to introduce themselves by
stating their name, favorite color, which animal describes them and their expectations of
the team building.
Some of the expectations mentioned were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fostering of unity.
Being physically and mentally fit.
Learning new experiences through different team building activities.
Becoming better at the end of the session
Becoming team players.
Learning from one another during the sessions and have fun doing it.

Some of the ground rules and responsibilities set for the team for the session were:
1. TIME KEEPING
Participants agreed to keep time during all the sessions which will be from 6:30am
(aerobics) and then the normal sessions from 9:00am to 4:00pm. The time keepers chosen
were:

Day 1: Mr. Kioko
Day 2:Md. Patricia
Day3:Mr. Ope
Day4: Md. Lillian
Day 5: Md. Chaunne
Then the secretaries were chosen as well:
Day 1: Md. Maculate
Day 2: Md. Fridah
Day 3: Mr. Thuku
Day 4: Md. Agnes
Day 5: Mr. Eric
2. COORDINATORS.
The overall coordinators for the entire team building will be Madam Elosy and Mr. Sugut.
3. ACTIVE PARTICIPATION.
Participants were urged to actively participate in the sessions and to keep their phones on
silent mode.
ICE BREAKER
Two Songs (fishers of men and ringle) were used in this session. Then another activity where
participants had to draw their faces on pieces of paper that were placed on their heads.
TOPIC 1: TRUTH/HONESTY SESSION
Here all the participants were divided into three groups and given different questions to
discuss and present.
GROUP 1: Members
Md. Agnes – Group leader
Mr.Sugut
Md. Fridah
Mr. Njoroge
Mr. Eric

QUESTION: DEFINE TRUTH/HONESTY AND WHAT IT MEANS TO BE HONEST.

They gave different definitions of the word. Genuine depiction of statements of reality also
telling things as they are. Being honest means:
-To be straight forward in statements and conduct
-Being upright
-Being sincere and frank
-Being precise with regard to telling the truth
GROUP 2: Members
Mr.Kioko-Group leader
Md. Elosy
Md. Maculate
Mr.Ope
Md.Lilian
QUESTION: HOW IMPORTANT IS HONESTY
1. One gains respect and trust from others
2. It gives a sense of justice
3. It enhances the bond between people and deepens relationships
4. One gains valuable relationships
5. It maintains one’s sight of reality
6. Helps to make the world a better place
7. Helps one discharge their religious responsibilities
8. Moves one closer to their divine purpose
9. Builds strength of character
10. Builds good health and character
11. Attracts more honest people in our lives
GROUP 3: MEMBERS
Alex- Group leader
Mr. Thuku
Md.Chaunne
Md. Patricia

QUESTION: Is it immoral to be dishonest and have you ever been breached this value.
People are dishonest because of the following reasons:
1. Laziness- one may forget to do something and decide to lie about it.
2. Lack of skills to do a particular activity.
3. Peer pressure.
4. Greed.
5. Financial situation.
6. Confused morals.
7. Fear.
They also discussed some of the effects of dishonesty as an immoral behavior.
- It can lead broken social structure like loss of friends and disagreement with neighbors.
- Crime related.
- Leads to poverty and under development.
- Leads to loss of life.
- Creates low self-esteem.
- Poor duty performance.
TOPIC 2: RIGHTFUL LIVING.
This started by the screening of a video on sex, money, drugs and HIV/AIDS. We then
discussed the lessons learnt and the consequences of making wrong decisions. The
facilitator went ahead to discuss the differences between HIV and AIDS. The topic then
shifted to contraceptives and correct way of using them.
AFTERNOON SESSION: TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES
The team then went for team building activities. We were divided into two groups and had
several activities. At the end of each activity, there was a discussion on how they were
related to our daily operations in the school. Some of the attributes that came out were
patience, team work, perseverance, responsibility and time keeping. The session was
concluded at 4:00pm

Prepared by
Madam Maculate.

SATHYA SAI SCHOOL
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
20th November 2018
DAY 2. TEAM BUILDING
MORNING WORKING OUT
Teachers woke up and met at 6 :30am at the basketball pitch for morning work- out . The exercise
took 1 hr.

RECAP OF DAY 1
Teachers stood in a circle and the facilitator, Mr. Elvis led teachers through the recap of DAY 1. Each
teacher said what they learnt from day 1 activities in turns.
Some of the lessons learnt in the day 1 session include;
●
●

The importance of working together as a team.
Being straight forward in our statement and conduct regardless of the situation we are in.

●

Honesty is important in a working place.

●

In rightful living, people should make the right choices in life.

●

Sometimes in the work place we come across puzzles or hard tasks, if we work together, we
can be able to solve each other’s

GROUP DISCUSSION
PEACE
GROUP 1
The group discussed the following questions
1. Definition of peace.
●

It is a state of tranquility, quiet and harmony; absence of violence. Freedom from
disturbance

● A state free of oppressive and unpleasant thoughts and emotions
● Harmony in personal relations
2. Advantages of peace in a work place
●

Enables one to work well with colleagues

●

Reduces conflict within a work place.

●

People are more productive when there is peace. People are able to work effectively.

●

Peace creates a conducive environment

●

Less time is spent on conflict resolution.

●
●

Peace spreads love. Where there is peace there is love.
Peace brings about happiness no stress, no depression, no health problems .

●

Promotes cohesion. People work together.

●

Promotes healthy relationship among work mates. They get along well and work towards
achieving their goals.

GROUP 2
They discussed the following questions :
1. Disadvantages of conflicts at workplace
●

It takes a toll on emotions. It is draining.

●

Loss of job.

●

Disruption in performance

●

Causes weakness within the organization.

●
●

Poor communication.
Causes stressful working relationships.

● Time consuming and costly
2. Advantages of conflicts
●

Encourages healthy debates and arguments.

●

Allows people to work towards their goals

●
●

Shines a light on deeper problems that need to be addressed.
Improves problem solving.

●

Removes all stress and anxiety. After acting out, one gets results.

●

Increases productivity. Solution finding.

●

Leads to personal growth and insight. One can learn more about themselves.

●

It’s an opportunity to see things in a new way.

●

Improves relationships among people whereby they have better understanding.

GROUP 3
They discussed the following questions:
1. How can we avoid conflicts and live in harmony
●

Anger management. Unity in thought

●

Preservation of resources

●
●

Respect and understanding each other. Accept that you cannot agree with everyone.
Justice and fairness

●

Honesty/truth

● Hang out with friends
2. Best ways to solve conflicts
●

Guiding and counselling

●
●

Arbitration
Enforcement of law. fairness and justice

●

Restitution

●

Intermarriages which brings out cohesion.

ICE BREAKER
The facilitator, Mr. Sam led the participants through the energizing songs (“concentration is the
game keep the rhythm if you can” and “baddo”)

OUT OF BOX THINKING
The facilitator, Mr. Elvis gave out some puzzles which were solved by the three groups. The
questions were as follows
1. It is raining heavily and your wife, best friend and a sick aged woman are on the stage and
there are no buses to ferry them. You come and your car can only carry one passenger. Who
will you pick?
●

The woman can be your best friend, your wife and also sick and aged. So all these
attributes describes one woman. So there is only one passenger.

●

Give your wife the car to carry the old woman and you and your best friend walk.

●

Give your best friend the car to carry the sick old woman then you stay with your
wife at the stage, your best friend will come back with the car then you take your
wife and back for your best friend.
2. There’s a building on fire at the roof top .An ambulance is called to put off the fire, before it
arrives, the ground floor is also on fire. As experts, where do they need to start from so as to
manage the fire?
The ambulance will be used to carry the casualty and cannot put off fire.
3. A man has a goat, sweet potatoes and a leopard. He has to ferry them to the other side of
the river and the boat will sink. If he carries more than items. What will he do so as he
manages to cross them over without feasting on each other?
Take the goat first then go back for the leopard and take it to the side where the goat is. Then go
back with the goat. Leave it and then take the sweet potatoes where the leopard is and then
go back for the goat.
4. Imagine your pregnant wife and your mum is drowning at the same time. they are both
seeing you as their only hope of rescue, you are in great dilemma on who to rescue .who will
you save without being guilty of having cause the depth of the other?
Stop imagining

From the solving the puzzle the participants learnt that in a working place, there are some tasks that
are hard to solve alone. With each other’s help we can get solutions.
TEA BREAK
The participants went for a break of 15 minutes.
THE THIRD TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
The participants started with a warm up game led by Mr. Sam (clap and bend game)

Later Facilitator Elvis introduced an activity where the participants were blind folded and they went
through the mine traps.

THE LESSON LEARNT
The lesson learnt was that in a working place, we come across many obstacles. Sometimes a person
might be confused and not able to know anything, that person might be hearing voices giving out
directions, some might be giving out correct directions and some might be giving out the wrong
directions. Not all voices should be listened to. Choose and trust those that give the right directions.
LUNCH BREAK
The participants went for lunch at 1:40 pm
The 4th TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
The participants were given a task of filling up a 10 litre bucket with water. They sat in two lines. And
they were required to fetch water from one bucket on one end and filling up the other bucket on the
other end using a can that had holes on both ends. They were supposed to pass the can from one
person to the other.
LESSON LEARNT.
Sometimes cooperation and teamwork and concentration can make people in a working place
achieve more even though they are working in difficult circumstances.

ICE BREAKER
The participants were taught cheerleading songs that they sang to cheer their groups and these
strengthened the bond of groups.

THE 5th TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
The participants used a knitting wool thread to create a connection with each other. They made a
network that was used to symbolize networking and connections in a person’s life.
LESSON LEARNT
Teachers should create a strong connection with each other and help each other grow.

The 6th TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
The participants were needed to direct a needle that was tied to stick using a sewing thread into a
bottle of soda. Due to strong wind, the task was challenging to the members but the participants
managed to put the needle in the bottles.
LESSON LEARNT

Sometimes in a working place we might be faced with strong winds that make us sway in all
directions, if we are focused we can achieve the goal.

The facilitator concluded by recapping the session.
Report compiled by .
Ms. Frida Ondieki

SATHYA SAI SCHOOL KISAJU
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
21ST November 2018
DAY 3 TEAM BUILDING
AEROBICS
The participants woke up 6.30 and met the facilitators at the basketball court. The participants were
taken through a warm up exercise for 1 hr.

RECAP FOR DAY 2
The participants stood in a circle and the facilitator Mr. Sam led the team through the recap of day 2.
Everyone in turns said what they learnt from day 2 activities.
Some of the lessons learnt in day 2 include:
●
●
●
●

Learn to discriminate voices in your life for example voices of reason.
Sometimes in life we are given difficult tasks but with determination we are able to
accomplish.
People should remain focused.
Cooperation, teamwork and concentration in a work place can make people achieve more.

GROUP DISCUSSIONS
GOOD MANNERS AND RIGHT CONDUCT
GROUP 1
The group discussed the following question:
1. What is the meaning of good manners and right conduct?
● Treatment of other people with courtesy and politeness and showing correct public
behavior
● Right conduct is living in moral and ethical way
● Good manners + Right conduct= Etiquette
2. What are some of the good manners that you know?
● Introducing yourself in a new place with new people.
● Say thank you when something good is done to you or for you e.g When you receive
a gift.
● Give up your seat in a bus to the elderly.
● Picking up something someone has dropped and giving it back to them.
● Cover your mouth while sneezing.
● Avoid speaking with your mouth full of food.
● Holding the door open for everyone regardless of their gender.
● Not raising your voice and hands in an argument.
● Not making horrible noises while sipping tea or soup.
● Taking off your hat when in an office, church or if you meet a senior person.
● Turning off your phone in places where it should be turned off e.g in meetings,
churches or in a bank.
● Keeping time. Respect other peoples time.
● Using courteous words like sorry, excuse me, thank you and please.
● Dressing appropriately according to the occasion.

GROUP 2
Group 2 questions was:
1. Do you practice good conduct in school? If yes give examples.
● Yes
Examples
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Practice basic courtesy.
By being cooperative.
Being a brother’s keeper.
Maintaining orderliness in class.
Being punctual.
Being a team player.
Observing the school program.
By being leaders in school activities.
No phone use in class.
Respect for authority.
Avoid being partial.
Not asking for favors.
Able to make extra responsibilities.

GROUP 3
Members discussed the following question?
1.Do you teach students good conduct? If yes, how do they practice it?
● Yes
How they practice it.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Obedience, by following instructions.
Showing courtesy by using words like sorry, excuse, thank you and please.
Respect to teachers, other students, non-teaching staff and prefects.
Personal grooming that is dressing right and maintaining hygiene.
Being responsible doing what is required of them.
Recognizing divinity in each person.

GENERAL QUESTION FOR ALL THE GROUPS

Highlight and explain 10 etiquettes that you know.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Shaking hands with a firm grip while looking eye to eye.
Excuse yourself e.g while sneezing, coughing or burping.
Show appreciation when given something or when a good deed is done to you.
Knock before you enter for example while entering an office.
Eating with your mouth closed.
Dressing decently.
Never try to read other people’s messages.
Excuse yourself while picking a phone call.
Being polite.
Respect for personal space.
R.S.V.P
Not using your phone while talking to someone
A man should walk on a woman’s right hand side.
Men cannot be seated while women are standing.
Disrupt politely.

ICE BREAKER
The participants were led by Mr. Sam through 2 brain teasers in the ice breaker activity.

TEA BREAK
The participants went for tea break at 11:30 a.m. They took tea with cakes.

THE 7th TEAM BUILIDING ACTIVITY
The participants played volley balloon using bed sheets to throw balloons filled with water to their
opponents who would try to catch the balloons.

LESSON LEARNT
Planning, coming up with strategies and preparing well helps us to complete the task and achieve
the desired results.

LUNCH BREAK
The participants went for lunch at 1:50 p.m. They had chapatti with green grams.
THE 8th TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
This happened at the basketball court. The facilitators Mr. Elvis and Mr. Sam introduced the
participants to a pool table activity where the participants had to hit a bottle top with a stick into a

plastic tumbler.

LESSON LEARNT
People need to be dedicated in order to accomplish various tasks. We also need to be focused to
achieve what we are targets.
THE 9TH TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
The participants engaged in a tag of war between members of the three groups and group 3 won.

LESSON LEARNT
Team work is important. Another lesson learnt is that we cannot always win in all situations,
sometimes we lose and we have to accept and try to do better next time.

ICE BREAKER
The facilitators led an activity where participants were required to listen carefully and act according
to the instructions given for examples the participants had to raise the right and the left leg or all the
legs or touch different parts of the body according to the instructions given.

THE 10TH TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
The participants engaged in an activity where they had to search pebbles in plate full of flour with
their mouth. In the same activity the participants were also required to fill a bottle with water then
sprint and give it to a member of their team. Here speed was the main thing tested.
LESSONS LEARNT

Team work is very important and especially in our place of work. Some tasks are better
accomplished while we work as a team. Cooperation is also important, when members of a team
cooperate well with each other they can produce the best result.

ICE BREAKER
The participants had to jump to the front, to the back or round according to the instructions.
Concentration was key.

The facilitators concluded by recapping the day’s session.
Report compiled by,
Md. Agnes

SATHYA SAI SCHOOL KISAJU
2018 STAFF TEAM BUILDING
DAY FOUR (22ND NOVEMBER 2018)
ATTENDANCE
●
●

●
●

E. M’MAITSI (LEAD
FACILITATOR)
S. WAMBUA
(ASSISTING
FACILITATOR)
J. THUKU (session
secretary)
K. OPE

●
●
●
●
●
●

P. NJOROGE
L. AMEYO (time
keeper)
J. JEPCHIRCHIR
KAMOLA
P. KOIMUR
(chaplain)
SUGUT

●
●
●
●
●
●

F. ONDIEKI
E. RIUNGU
CHAUNNE
M. MICHEWA
E. MUREITHI
S. KIOKO

The day’s session started at 6:30 am with body exercises and movements at the basketball pitch.

Class session started at 9:00 am with a word of prayer by md. Patricia. Each member recounted what
they had learnt from the day 3 topics and experiences.

DAY 4
TOPIC 1: LOVE (Group discussion and presentations):
Group 1:
Task 1: advantages of love
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sustains life which leads to a long life.
Suppresses stress hormones which reduces occurrence of certain lifestyle diseases.
Boosts the immune system.
It promotes youthfulness due to absence of stressful living.
Love improves self-confidence. People in healthy relationships tend to be confident.
Love gives people a sense of belonging.
Love in a family enables a family to achieve goals and improve quality of life.
Children born in families with live are likely to make better choices in life.
Have a higher self-esteem since they enjoy parental backup.
Love enhances peace.

●
Task 2: Disadvantages of love:
●
●
●
●

Biased love can lead to exploitation
Collapse of love between persons can lead to extremes associated with heartbreaks.
Obsessive love leads to obsession which is a form of insanity.
Love when misinterpreted can lead undesirable influences such as promiscuity, drugs, crime,
etc.
● Love can lead to social isolation and alienation if it negates existing social order.
● Love is expensive emotionally, financially, and is a time taker and can lead to loss of
ambition.
● Unbalanced love in the family can lead to discrimination within the family.
● Love can lead to hate especially in cases of break ups.
Group 2:
Task 1: what is love?
Choosing to be at your best when the other person is not at their best
An energy we have and transmit to others not just an emotion.

A great interest and pleasure in someone and something.

Task 2: types of love
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Eros/Erotic love: it is of sexual passion and desires caused by physical attraction and
affection.
Philia/Passionate love: Genuine love among friends especially those that have endured
tough times together stimulated by the mind.
Storge/Familiar love: expressed by parents to children and vice versa arising from lasting
memories generated over time.
Ludus/Playful love: early stage of love manifested through flirting, euphoria, and playfulness
triggered by emotion.
Mania/Obsessive love: a form of obsession. It leads to Possessiveness triggered by survival
instincts in the imbalance between Eros and ludus.
Pragma/Enduring love: aged and enduring love that has matured and endures the test of
time.it thrives unconsciously.
Philautia/Self-love: manifested through egoism. It is triggered by ones soul.
Selfless love: highest form of love and is unconditional. It thrives in forgiveness and beliefs in
the greater good. It is spiritual and triggered by the spirit of God.

Group 3:
Task 1: practical examples of the phrase “love all serve all”
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Caring for the needy
Protecting the week
Nonviolence to anyone
Affection to others and showing sympathy to those in loss
Feeding and treating animals in our midst.
Avoiding exploitation of others for personal gain.
Caring for the environment for the environment to sustain life.
Sharing scarce resources with others
Ceiling on desires (money, food, energy, water, time)

Task 2: creating an environment of love
This can be achieved by practising the sub values of love
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Friendship
Trust
Genuineness
Justice
Respect
Affection
Caring
Sympathy
Honesty
Kindness

TOPIC 2: FINANCIAL CAPABILITY: (GROUP DISCUSSION AND PRESENTATION)
GROUP 1
Task 1: what is entrepreneurship?
Entrepreneurship is the act of creating a business or businesses while building and scaling it to
generate a profit.
The quality of being an entrepreneur is the ability to set up a business with the aim og making a
profit.
Task 2: benefits of entrepreneurship
● Creation of jobs and reduce unemployment.
● Create a change by providing solutions to problems
● They give to the society through charity work through CSR programmes
Task 3: Skills that entrepreneurs need
●
●
●
●
●
●

Communication to relate with employees, suppliers
Skills in sales
Focus
Ability to learn from past failures.
Leadership and managerial skills.
Resilience and not giving up.

Task 4: qualities of a successful entrepreneur
●
●
●
●

●

Confident and courageous.
Open minded to get new ideas to come up with new or better products
Competitive to have an edge in the market.
Determination
Passionate about their businesses

GROUP 2
Task 1: define savings
Savings is income that has not been or it is a deferred payment.

Task 2: reasons for saving
To deal with emergencies and unforeseen expenses.
To alleviate yourself from debts.
To meet financial requirements for projects for personal growth. Eg further studies, housing, buying
assets, etc.
To cater for needs during retirement.
Task 3: how do we save for long term/short term projects?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cut down on luxuries.
Prepare and follow a budget.
Buy things in bulk.
Avoid impulse buying.
Understand your cash flows.
Avoid unnecessary debt.
Limit your monthly bills.

GROUP 3
Task 1: what is a budget?
A budget is a financial estimate of expected income and expenditure for a specified period of time.
Task 2: how do you budget?
Budgeting involves certain steps
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Determine expected net income.
Tracking your spending. Have a history of your spending.
Set your goals eg. Debt management, projects, savings,
Making a plan. Allocating funds according to various needs in line with the goals you have
set.
Adjust your habits to achieve the budget projections.
Keep checking your progress
Review your budget if need be to capture emerging issues.

Task 3: Use percentages for a budget
income

Expenditure

Percentage allocation

salary

20000

Food

4000

12

commission

4000

transport

2000

6

sales

10000

medical

6000

18

Water& electricity

1000

3

Fees

7000

20

Rent

5000

15

entertainment

1000

3

donation

3000

9

Projects

3000

9

Savings

2000

5

34000

100

total

34000

It is important to apply the 50:20:30 rule in allocations where 50% goes to essentials, 20% savings
and 30% others.one can only allocate for other needs after satisfying essential and savings targets.

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
In the afternoon, the team assembled for the outdoor activities as presented below:
Activity 1: Competition on formation of the longest chain

Two teams A and B each formed a long chain with everything available within the pitch. They used
personal items such as clothes, shoes, laces, belts, shirts shoes including themselves in an attempt to
outdo each other and emerge with the longest chain.
Lessons:
● Every effort by each member in a team is useful for the success of the whole organisation.
● It is the little things which we do at a time that complete the Task.
● We can achieve so much with so little that is at our disposal and every resource is important.
● We have to be creative with available resources.
Activity 1: balloon race

Three teams of five members filed behind each other with inflated balloons secured between their
bodies. They would maintain the balloons in position as they walked together. The winner was the
team that reached the finishing line with most balloons.
Lessons:
●
●
●

Team coordination and effort.
Patience pays. The slowest team coordinated better and won.
Remaining focused on the task is key.

After the moment of reflection on lessons learnt, the session ended at 4:30 pm
Compiled by J. Thuku

SATHYA SAI SCHOOL-KISAJU
LOVE ALL SERVE ALL
DAY 5 (Friday, 23RD NOVEMBER, 2018) TEAM BUILDING REPORT AT SATHYA
SAI SCHOOL
ATTENDANCE
1. Mr. Elvis-Team leader
2. Mr. Sam W.-Assistant Team leader
3. Mr. Thuku J.-D.O.S
4. Mr. Alex O.-Administator
5. Mr. Njoroge P. –Teacher
6. Mr. Ope K. –Teacher
7. Mr. Sugut A–Teacher
8. Md. Elosy–Teacher
9. Mr. Kioko–Teacher
10. Md. Frida–Teacher
11. Md. Patricia–Teacher
12. Md. Agnes–Teacher
13. Md. Macculate–Teacher
14. Md. Chaunne J. –Teacher
15. Md. Jepchirchir J. –Teacher
16. Md. Lilian–Teacher
17.Mr. Eric M. –Teacher
AEROBIC EXERCISES
All participants woke up for the morning exercises at the Basketball pitch at
6.30 am.
We started by making several rounds in the field thereafter followed by inside
the pitch activities which included dancing.

BENEFITS OF AEROBIC EXERCISES
▪ Improves cardiovascular health
▪ Lowers blood pressure
▪ Helps regulate blood sugar

▪ Reduces asthma symptoms
▪ Reduces chronic pain
▪ Aids sleep
▪ Regulates weight
▪ Strengthens immune system
▪ Improves brain power
▪ Boosts mood
▪ Reduces risk of falls
▪ Safe for most people, including kids.
▪ Affordable and accessible
BREAKFAST
We assembled in the Dining Hall for the morning breakfast which was tea and
cakes provided by our Beloved Directors as part of celebrations of Sai Baba’s
birthday. It was delicious and sumptuous.
RECAP SESSION
We congregated together for the recap session at 9.00 am.
A word of prayer was led by Md. Frida
Lesson learnt from yesterday’s session
● Different kind of loves.
● It’s important to kind to others.
● We are all different and we need one another in life.
● They were grateful in financial management lesson and skills.
● Reasons and need for saving in life.
● We need to have teamwork, unity and cooperation in our institution.
● The disadvantages of love and how it can affect someone’s life.
● We can succeed with whatever resources that we have. It depends on
how well we can utilize.
● Tips on how to be an entrepreneur
● Endurance and strategies are the key to success in life.
● It’s importance to have time for your family.
● Differences in general gaps.
● We should always be grateful and think outside the box

MORNING EXERCISES

GROUP DISCUSSIONS
VALUE OF THE DAY-NON VIOLENCE
GROUP 1-Presented By Mr. Sugut

Mr. Sugut in Presentation
1. What is NON-VIOLENCE
Definition of violence
● Is an extreme causes or action which causes pain, distraction and
suffering.
● Wide spread fighting.
● Injustice to fellow human or animals.
Forms of violence
▪ Sexual violence
▪ Youth violence
▪ Child mistreatment
▪ Gender Based Violence(GBV)
.
2. Causes of violence in our society.
✓ Struggle or competition for resources
✓ Revenge for an earlier wrong or happening.
✓ Religious intolerance.
✓ Abuse of power.
✓ Unequal distribution of resources.
✓ Infidelity.
✓ Stereo typing.
✓ Indoctrination/radicalization.
✓ Drug abuse.
✓ Incitement by Media, politicians,

✓ Easy access to weapons.
✓ Uncontrolled anger.
✓ History of abuse.
✓ Cruelty against animals
✓ Discrimination or unequal distribution of fund
✓ Mental instability
✓ Peer pressure.
Group members
❖ Sugut
❖ Njoroge
❖ Eric
❖ Frida
❖ Agnes
GROUP 2-Presented By Mr. Ope Kennedy
1. Types of Gender based violence
Gender Based violence encompasses a large variety of crime committed on an
individual based on their gender.
o FGM
o Wife inheritance
o Sexual molestation
o Harassment and intimidation of work
o Prostitution or trafficking
o Rape
o Physical violence
o Psychological violence caused by verbal
o Emotional violence.
o Economic violence
o Domestic violence
o Threat violence
o Forced marriage
o Stalking violence.
o Prenatal sex selection violence
o Harmful traditional practices.
2. Effect of violence

● Physical injury
● Lowers self esteem
● Psychological injury
● Creates doubt
● Sexual and reproductive consequence.
● Behavioral violence
● Brings shame
● Creates loneliness.
● Problems at work.
● In ability to have close and fulfilling relationship.
● Suicidal thoughts or suicide.
● Reputation
● Create doubt fear
● Lose the ability to concentrate at work.
● Leads to unnecessary arrest and criminal record.
Group members
❖ Kioko
❖ Elosy
❖ Lilian
❖ Maculate
❖ Ope Kennedy
GROUP 3 -Presented By Mr. Thuku Joseph.

Mr. Thuku during presentation
1. What is structural violence

● Structural violence is a form of violence where some social
structure/institution may harm people by preventing them from
meeting basic need.
Examples of structural violence
o Racism
o Stereo typing
o Gender violence
o Dowry payment
o State violence
o Poverty
o ethnic cleansing
o Violence against children
o Terrorism
o Social discrimination
o Inequity in distribution of national resources
o Elitism
o Class system
2. How to avoid violence.
● Self-control / Anger management.
● Social religion tolerance
● Provision of essential services.
● Scarce resources.
● Environmental conservation.
● Provision of security
● Enforcement of the law
● Fair distribution of resources.
● Guarantee of Basic freedom
● Poverty eradication.
● Social empowerment.
● Affirmative action-Youth empowerment rule.
● Fair distribution of social amenities.
● Legislation/ Review laws
● Justice
● Social cohesion initiative
● Mass education.

Group members
❖ Thuku
❖ Alex
❖ Chaunne
❖ Jepchirchir
❖ Patricia
TALK ON HIV FROM FACILITATOR ELVIS
P-Post
E-Exposure
P-Prophylaxis
This is a drug that you are given when you are exposed to an injury formAccident, rape
Discordant couples-One couple is either negative or positive.
Some few energizers were done to keep the rhythm
Birthday song was led by Mr. Thuku in honor of the school’s Founder.
Hosting of the value flags in memory of the Founder of the school, Sathya Sai
Baba

Reciting on school anthem by the staff

OUT DOOR ACTIVITIES ON TEAM BUILDING
Game 1(Bottle balancing)

Lessons:
● Focus on the important stuff in life
● Co-ordination is key to success
● Teamwork
Blind folding

Lessons:
● Trust in your team members
● Be grateful for the gift of sight
● We all need to be guided to make great decisions
Glass and plate balancing

● We should be united in every activity that concerns us as an institution.
● The three pillars of Sathya Sai –Academic, Value excellence and
Environmental excellence are essential their success is for us all.

● Each member is important in an institution.
● Sometimes speed is not everything-Endurance and determination is the
key.
PARTING SHOTS
1. Staff was grateful for the programme.
2. They were rejuvenated for the coming academic year.
3. All activities that they were involved in were amazing.
4. They promised to implement the activities learnt.
5. Morning activities set the mood of the day. It sharpened their intellect.
6. The activities brought people together.
7. It gave them chance to interact freely with all members.
8. Many realized their potential.
9. They were enlightened more about life and how to save it.
10. Lessons on HIV and health matters were essential especially to this
generation.
11. They said that the team work will be in place as they resume work next
year.
12.The spirit of team work should be in us all along.
13. Grateful for the opportunity.
14.Thanked all for the cooperation.
VOTE OF THANKS
In his address, the Director of Studies, Mr. Thuku thanked God Almighty for the
gift of life for all that took part in the team building exercise. He
expressed his gratitude for our directors, in their absence, for making it
possible for the staff to bond and grow together.
He thanked the facilitators for such an eye opening experience throughout the
week. He also thanked the staff for having fun and being team players
through the activities.
The session ended at 4.00 pm

Staff group photo.
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